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1800mm (Approx.)

400mm 400mm

Horizontal Rack Spacing 

E3GP-F
Ground Pivot - Front 
wheel in first rack option

E3GP-R
Ground Pivot - Rear 
wheel in first rack option

E3GP - Ground pivot Racks

§

§

§

§

§

Provides floor mounted, bicycle roll-in rack for 
bike storage. 
Has front or rear wheel in first options
Holds bike by cradling front or rear wheel
Ability to lock both wheel and frame to rack
Allows rack (with or without bike) to pivot 
sideways to increase racking or removal access 

§

§

Racks are mounted to provide 
floor level roll-in racking and 
removal of bikes
Racks options provide support 
and locking for front wheel-in 
first or rear wheel-in first racking

To  with AS2890.3 (2015) minimum 
400mm spacing between posts centres and to 
edge of walls or other obstructions

comply
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Dimensions and spacing for racks 

Bike access for E3GP - pivoting rack

To  with AS2890.3 
(2015) minimum 400mm 
spacing between bikes,

comply
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min. 1500mm 
aisle width

min. 1500mm 
aisle width

min. 1500mm 
aisle width

1800mm min (Approx.)  bike clearance

3600 mm (Approx.)  bike clearance

Single sided, double row layout

Double sided row rack layout

Racks in neutral position Racks pivoted
� Racks either side of free rack, can 

be pivoted, to increase access for 
racking or removal

Bike placed in rack
� Bike is wheeled in to rack, either front 

or rear wheel-in first depending on 
rack type
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